
Taking control of 
your Reputation

SMALL BUSINESS SOLUTIONS



“All you have in business 
is your reputation...” 
-RICHARD BRANSON
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You already know how important your business's reputation is, and how to manage it 

through great service and word-of-mouth recommendations...but what about your 

business's reputation online?

To spread the good word about the good work you do — on Google, Facebook, popular apps 

and more — you need to be in control of what your customers see and say about your 

business online — and the reputation that creates for your business.
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Your business online
Online success starts with establishing a solid foundation

Connecting with your local customers online is a 3-step process —you need to establish 

your foundation…build your presence…and increase your performance. 

Each step builds on the last, and it all starts with a foundation that sets you up for success.

This guide will show you what goes into establishing a solid foundation for your business 

online, starting with managing your reputation.

Establish

Build

Promote

This guide will show 
you what goes into 
establishing a solid 
foundation for your

business online, 
starting with managing 

your reputation.
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Establishing your 
online foundation
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3 things you need to succeed online:

1. The correct FACTS about your business — your accurate name, address,  

phone and more — on search engines, directories, apps and voice 

search-enabled devices

2. Positive FEEDBACK from your customers — public ratings and reviews 

on  Google, Facebook and other top sites that can help new customers 

trust you

3. A plan to create a good FIRST IMPRESSION — by keeping track of all your  

online business information, responding to customer reviews and taking  

control of your online reputation

Business 
Listings

Online
Reviews

Online
Reputation
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What are online listings?
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You are more than just your website online

There are probably hundreds of listings for your 

business online on search engines and sites like Google, 

Yelp and CitySearch…more on directory sites like 

Yellowbook.com…and still more on popular apps like 

Apple Maps.

You may have created some of these listings yourself, but 

most are probably auto-generated, and they may have the 

wrong information about your business — the wrong name, 

the wrong address, or the wrong phone number.

71% 72%
of businesses are either 

missing a phone number 

or have an incorrect 

phone number across 

their listings1

of businesses are either 

missing an address or have 

an incorrect address listed 

across their listings1

Listings by the numbers

Your Business Listing Report

Google

Facebook

Bing

Mapquest

Yelp

Wrong name

Not verified

Wrong name

Wrong address

Wrong phone

Foursquare

HERE

Waze

Apple

Not verified

Not verified

Not verified

Not verified



The Local Search Ecosystem
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So many of the business listings you see 

online — yes, including yours, and yes, 

including the ones you’ve already claimed 

and corrected — are populated by data 

Your listings...with someone else’s input

from third-party sources. The information 

from these big players is what drives the 

changes to your business information — 

changes that might not be correct!

Confirmed Relationships Likely Relationships Unconfirmed Relationships
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Watch how all the online 

listings for your business — 

the ones you created, the ones 

you already corrected and the 

ones that were autogenerated 

— can change over time.

See how o�en your listings can change

Correct and protect your most important 
business information online

Control your listings’ accuracy where it matters

Make sure your name, address, phone number and more are correct on sites, 

directories and the apps your customers use

Help your customers find you via voice search

Give your customers the right information when they use Alexa, Siri and Google 

Assistant to ask about your business

Update and enhance your listings any time

You can add promotional and timely messages to help your listings stand out 

and keep your customers informed
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What are online reviews

Online reviews refers to all the feedback, 

ratings and reviews for your business across 

the Web. We’re not just talking about Angie’s 

List or Yelp either. Reviews are in the search 

results, on directory sites and on social 

media…and your customers can find them on 

their computers, tablets and phones.

In other words, online reviews for your busi-

ness are everywhere your customers are 

looking today — and if  yours aren’t positive, 

or aren’t showing up at all, you may have a 

hard time convincing prospects to choose 
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79% 52%
of consumers trust 

online reviews as 

much as personal 

recommendations2

of consumers won't 

consider using a business 

with less than 4 stars2

The average consumer reads 10 online reviews before feeling able to trust a business2

Business Inc.
Facebook

Reviews

Scott Sampson

Joe Johnson

4.1

Business Inc.
Google

Your Business Inc.

Business Inc.
4.1

What your customers are saying matters more than ever

Reviews by the numbers
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Watch the video to see why 

online reviews are the new 

“word of mouth” recommen-

dations — and how easy it can 

be to build your library of 

5-star reviews online.

Online reviews + 
your customers

Collect and share your customers’ reviews and ratings online

Collect reviews in person and online

Get the tools you need to easily request reviews from your customers while 

their experience is still fresh – and make it easy for them to share their 

reviews with you on their terms

Share your reviews online and on social media

Publish your reviews on sites including Google and Facebook – where local 

consumers look for your previous customers’ feedback

Add your reviews to your website

Embed your positive reviews on your site (and automatically add them to 

your Hibu Website) to build your visitors’ trust



So what’s your 
online reputation?
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What you do with your Listings and Reviews creates a powerful first 
impression for your customers

Keeping up with all the changes to your listings and customer reviews can feel like

another full-time job – and it’s harder still if you’re logging into multiple platforms to

keep an eye on everything that’s new or changed.

“I can’t find time to...”
Keep up with changes to your listings

When your listings are changed by a third party, how do you 

correct your business info?

“It’s hard to...”
Track and respond to all your online reviews

How do you make sure you see and respond to everything 

your customers are saying?

“How do I...”
Make sure everything is consistent and connected

Your listings info and reviews tell a complete story for your 

business — how do you keep them in sync everywhere?
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70%

of consumers read 

online reviews for local 

businesses2

of consumers who read 

reviews also read 

businesses' responses 

to reviews2

87% 96%

say they're more likely 

to use a business that has 

responded to their 

negative reviews2
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Reputation by the numbers

Watch this short video to find  

out just how important your 

online reputation is — and 

how managing it can help turn 

curious consumers into 

confident new customers.

See why your online 
reputation matters
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Monitor and respond to everything your customers say about your 
business online

Monitor all your listings and reviews

Mange your listings, reviews and online reputation from a single, easy-to-use dashboard

Reach out and respond to your customers

Use one tool to ask your customers for feedback and respond to their reviews (you can even 

respond directly on Google and Facebook)

Compare your reputation to your competitors’

Track your rating to see how your reputation stacks up against your competition and your 

industry average

You need a simple, all-in-one solution to 
monitor, respond to and correct what your 
customers and third-party providers say 
about your business online.
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Establish a solid online foundation and take control of your reputation 

Correcting your business information and highlighting your positive reviews is all

part of “reputation management” online. It’s the cornerstone of your digital

foundation —and the first step in everything else you want to accomplish online.

Hibu Listings 
Management

Hibu
Reputation

Hibu
Reviews

Correct and protect your
most important business
information online

Monitor and respond to
everything your customers 
say about you online

Collect and share your
customers’ reviews and
ratings online

1+1+1=10
Your listings, reviews and reputation work better when they work together — 

and so should all your other digital marketing.

See what it takes to get all your marketing in sync.



Better results working together
Why work harder when you could market smarter? At Hibu, our goal is to help you achieve 

your goals, by building you a complete digital marketing solution — a custom, 

interconnected digital marketing campaign that works to maximize your results and deliver 

what you want. Tell us what you want to achieve – more visibility, more visitors, more 

leads… or all three — and we’ll build you a smart, easy digital marketing solution designed 

to deliver the results you want.

About Hibu

Hibu is a leading provider of custom, innovative digital marketing solutions for local 

businesses across the US – providing clients with a custom integrated digital marketing 

solution designed to attract and retain customers.

proprietary Digital Marketing Platform. Plus, Hibu utilizes decades of digital marketing 

campaign data and a one-on-one service model to maximize marketing ROI (Return on 

Investment) for clients across a wide range of industries.

Hibu’s integrated solutions include custom website development, listings and reputation 

management, retention marketing, automated email and text marketing, search engine 

optimization (SEO), search, social, and display advertising. Hibu is a Meta Marketing Partner, 

Visit Hibu.com to learn more or talk to us today at 855-409-6569
to take the first step towards smarter digital marketing.

1 Vendasta "Beyond the NAP: Critical Date for Online Business Listings"
2 BrightLocal "Local Consumer Review Survey 2020"




